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generalship of its commander will subordinate all

the movements of the immense host, to the power

of-one controlling and actuating will-so, in gene

ral society, did wealth, by means of a thorough

scholarship on the part of the higher classes, but

maintain an intimate fellowship with wisdom and

sound philosophy-then, with the same conserva

tive influence as in these other examples, would

kindness to state in his own words:-' We steered towards Rio

Janeiro for some days after taking the lunars above described,

and having arrived within fifteen or twenty miles of the coast,

I hove-to till four in the morning, when the day should break,

and then bore up; for although it was very hazy, we could see

before us a couple of miles or so. About eight o'clock it be

came so foggy that I did not like to stand in farther, and was

just bringing the ship to the wind again before sending the

people to breakfast, when it suddenly cleared off, and I had the

satisfaction of seeing the great sugar-loaf peak, which stands on

one side of the harbour's mouth, so nearly right a-head that we

had not to alter our course above a point, in order to hit the

entrance of Rio. This was the first land we had seen for

three months, after crossing so many seas, and being set back

wards and forwards by innumerable currents and foul winds.'

The effect on all on board might well be conceived to have been

electric; and it is needless to remark how essentially the autho

rity of a commanding officer over his crew may be strengthened

by the occurrence of such incidents, indicative of a degree of

knowledge and consequent power beyond their reach."-Her

scitel's Discourse, pp. 28, 29.

It is an extreme instance of the connection between mental

power and civil or political ascendency, though often verified in

the history of the world-that military science has often led to

the establishment of a military despotism.
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